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FishFrame: Fisheries and stock assessment data framework
Many research and advisory tasks need quality assured data on a disaggregated level to make the re-stratification needed to answer a specific question. It is a slow process to gather international datasets for these analyses, because the raw data are spread between labs. Even when gathering data for fixed reoccurring tasks like assessment working groups, data are often late and the quality can be unsatisfactory. The current situation of this "semi-manual distributed datawarehouse" can be improved technically. Methods for quality control, raising and calculation can be discussed and unified. Development and test of software modules can be done once and reused by all. The biggest challenge in this is not technical – it is in organisation, coordination and trust. This challenge has been addressed by FishFrame - a web-based datawarehouse application. The "bottom-up" approach with maximum involvement of end users from as many labs and user groups as possible has been rather slow but quite successful in building international trust and cooperation around the system. This is mandatory prerequisites when our primary goal is not the programming project itself, but the creation of a tool that adds real value to users and in the end improves the way we work with our data. FishFrame version 4.2 is presented and the lessons learned from the process are discussed.
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